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**Agent-based Informatics for Autonomous Microgrids**

It is a foregone conclusion among power systems experts that localized microgrids based on fine-grained distribution of small capacity generators and fine-grained control of loads using advanced power grid informatics will limit the scope of cascading failures, reduce transmission losses and CO₂ emissions, enable renewable source penetration, and generally improve the reliability of electrical service throughout the entire grid. However, the current centralized grid coordination and control architecture is inadequate for managing distributed power grids. Centralized SCADA functions requiring substantial human-in-the-loop decision and intervention cannot scale, i.e. cannot decide proper actions, nor decide in time, for the number of independent generation and load resources implied by highly distributed autonomous microgrids. This talk will present an overview Sandia’s technical approach to the power grid informatics challenges posed by distributed autonomous microgrids. The basis of our approach is to leverage advanced multi-agent system (MAS) technology to develop the collective decision functions and interaction protocols necessary to harmonize the competing and common interests among, and coordinate the actions of, a heterogeneous society of autonomous power agents. The presentation will exhibit the general MAS architecture and highlight some fundamental research issues being investigated through development testing on a small computational cluster.